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1 Introduction

At the beginning of the project, discussions with companies of di�erent size about current

problems in the design process of electronic devices have been held. Based on the feedback

from the local industry, electromagnetic compliance testing has been identi�ed as the main

issue many engineers are struggling with. The main focus was put on relatively small and

battery-powered devices, which is common in the IoT branch. In the following sections, actual

and future needs of the met industry partners will be given and utilized for the use-cases in

the pilot-studies.

2 Use-Cases de�ned by Industry

Throughout the meetings with the companies mentioned below, it turned out that EMC pre-

compliance measurement tools are of high interest. During the state-of-the-art analysis in

this �eld di�erent strategies to perform such tests have been evaluated. Presumably the best

one, in terms of costs, versatility, and measurement accuracy are waveguide cells. Therefore,

an important aspect to investigate are the requirements a receiver must be capable to per-

form such pre-compliance tests. Low-budget receivers, such as software-de�ned-radios, can be

analyzed regarding their capabilities. Furthermore, the design of waveguides and necessary

equipment will be examined to perform radiated and immunity EMC tests as well.

2.1 Cybershoes GmbH

The mentioned start-up designs equipment for virtual-reality gaming. The current project is

a battery-powered device operating in the ISM band around 868MHz. The most challenging

tasks are the electromagnetic certi�cation process and the antenna design. In future, also

Bluetooth modules should be implemented to enhance the compatibility with other compo-

nents. As the EMC tests often failed yet, it would be of high interest to have a low-cost

pre-compliance test system. Furthermore, it would be bene�cial to learn basics about RF

design and EMC measurements through workshops.

2.2 usePat GmbH

This start-up builds particle measurement systems operating in the frequency range between

10MHz�25MHz. During the hardware design, strong issues occurred when it came to circuit

and layout design. As no fundamental knowledge about optimum usage of the mass-layer is

available, the company failed in the EMC test several times. It is also a very challenging

task for the engineers to read actual norms as the mentioned parameters and aspects are

not well known. A low-cost pre-compliance measurement setup to perform radiated emission

measurements would be of high interest. As well, brie�ngs about circuit and layout design

would be a topic to improve their EMC testing quote.

2.3 Pieps GmbH

The design of avalanche rescue products lies in the main focus. The systems typically operate

around 450 kHz to cover large distances through snow. New products also utilize Bluetooth
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modules. As certi�ed modules are expensive it would be of high interest to do the certi�cation

process on their own. Unfortunately, the company has no capabilities in the design of RF

circuits. The main issue for them are EMC immunity tests and �lter design. Therefore, Pieps

GmbH would highly pro�t by seminars and workshops about basic RF design principles and

low-cost characterization equipment.

2.4 Arsenal Testhouse GmbH

Designs high density PCBs for measurements in the RFID �eld. Currently, EMC pre-compliance

tools are available but not used. The main issues regarding their hardware design process is

the high component density. It would be of high interest to gain knowledge about optimizing

PCB stackup to lower the amount of by-pass capacitors. Furthermore, the design of trans-

mission lines is often not clear. Hence, seminars and workshops about the required design

principles would be necessary.

2.5 TÜV Austria

As one of the largest EMC testing laboratories of Austria, knowledge about typical problems

during the certi�cation process have been asked. It turns out, that especially IoT devices

often fail radiated emission tests between 30MHz and 1GHz.
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